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Report on the PhD thesis of Jan Hladky submitted at Charles University

Honza Hladky has been a PhD student at Charles University under my supervision since October 2008.
Due to various circumstances he spent most of his time on leave from Prague. In particular, he spent a
year at TU Munich where he worked under supervision of Anusch Taraz and two years at the Department
of Computer Science of the University of Warwick where he actually obtained a PhD under supervision of
Artur Czumaj. Since the fall 2011, he has been an EPSRC research fellow at the Warwick Mathematics
Institute.

Despite being located at different places during the most of Honza's PhD studies, we have worked together
on several problems from extremal combinatorics. For example, Honza with me and other colleagues have
proved several results using the framework of flag algebras. In fact, Sasha Razborov mentions joint work
with Honza in his response when receiving the 2013 Bobbins Prize from American Mathematical Society.
However, these results have not been included to his PhD thesis submitted in Prague.

The topics studied in the thesis submitted at Charles University belong to graph theory. In particular, the
thesis provides a proof of an approximate version of the Loebl-Komlos-S6s conjecture. The thesis extends
Honza's earlier work on the proof of the conjecture in the dense case with Diana Piguet, which was pre-
sented in his master thesis defended at Charles University in 2008. The work in the PhD thesis has been
obtained jointly with Janos Komlos, Diana Piguet, Miklos Simonovits, Maya J. Stein and Endre Szemeredi.
Though I was not involved in obtaining the main result of the thesis, I am sure, based on the experience
from my joint work with Honza and based on confirmation by his coauthors, that his contribution to the
results included in his thesis is fully proportional to the size of the research team.

I would also like to mention that though Honza's PhD thesis submitted in Warwick in 2011 was also focused
on density conditions guaranteeing the existence of a certain substructure, the results included in the two
PhD theses are completely disjoint. In particular, the thesis submitted and defended in Warwick contains
results on tiling host graphs with bipartite graphs, on Turan-like problems for hypergraphs and the proof of
the conjecture of Lovasz on Hamilton cycles in vertex-transitive graphs in the case of dense graphs. None
of these is included in this thesis.

Let me know briefly present the main result of the thesis submitted. A conjecture of Erdos and Sos from
1963 asserts that every graph of average degree greater than k-2 contains any tree on k vertices as a
subgraph. A solution of the conjecture for graphs for k > k® was announced by Ajtai, Komlos, Simonovits
and Szemeredi in the early 1990's. In 1995, Loebl, Komlos and Sos made a conjecture that the condition
on average degree can be replaced by the condition on the median degree, i.e., by requiring that at least
half of the vertices of a graph have degrees greater than k 2. The main result of the thesis asserts that
for every positive e and every k > fto(f), every /j-vertex graph G such that at least (I/2 \ F)« vertices of C
have degree at least (I -f e)k contains every tree on k vertices as a subgraph.

To prove the result, a way of decomposing graphs with average degree bigger than a constant is intro-
duced. This decomposition, referred in the thesis as a sparse decomposition, splits a graph into a part
where vertices have huge degrees and into several parts with vertices with degrees bounded by a constant
which have various properties suitable for embedding the desired tree (such as regularity or expansion).
The whole work (the thesis essentially consists of a single result) is highly technical and advanced. The
length exceeding 150 pages is an evidence of a range of difficulties that needed to be overcome on the
way to prove the main result.

Let me not go into more details on the content of the thesis as it could be less accessible to non-specialists
and instead let me briefly summarize Honza's scientific achievements till this point. He has authored
more than 10 research papers, some of them being of top quality and accepted to leading combinatorial
journals such as Combinatorics, Probability and Computing, Journal of Combinatorial Theory Ser. A and
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Random Structures and Algorithms. The core of his current research lies in the areas related to dense
combinatorial structures, in particular, in relation to the Szemeredi Regularity Lemma and graph limits,
where the topic of the thesis also falls in. These areas also form topics he studies during his (prestigious)
EPSRC fellowship. Honza is a recognized young mathematician as witnessed by invitations he receives
to various professional workshops. His achievements clearly go well beyond the usual achievements of
PhD students.

The result contained in the submitted thesis presents one piece from his research portfolio. The result
itself presents a progress on a well-known combinatorial problem and it demonstrates that Honza has
mastered and extended several current combinatorial techniques. Clearly, this work completely fulfills
requirements for awarding the PhD degree. So, I am very happy to recommend the thesis to be accepted
as a PhD thesis and Honza to be awarded the PhD degree from Charles University.
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